We give several new upper and lower bounds on the worst-case severity of Braess's Paradox and the price of anarchy of selfish routing with respect to the maximum latency objective. In single-commodity networks with unrestricted latency functions, we prove that this worst-case price of anarchy is exactly n − 1, where n is the number of network vertices. For Braess's Paradox in such networks, we prove that removing at most c edges from a network decreases the common latency incurred by traffic at equilibrium by at most a factor of c + 1. In particular, the worst-case severity of Braess's Paradox with a single edge removal is maximized in Braess's original four-vertex network.
Introduction

Selfish Routing and the Price of Anarchy
An important research goal is to understand when the equilibria of a noncooperative game approximate the ideal outcome that would be implemented by an all-powerful and altruistic designer. The most popular approximation measure used for this purpose is the price of anarchy of a game under a given objective function, which is defined as the worst-case ratio between the objective function value of a Nash equilibrium of a game and that of an optimal solution. This paper studies the price of anarchy of selfish routing, a mathematical model of how noncooperative agents route traffic in a network with congestion. Formally, the game takes place in a directed multicommodity flow network, where each edge possesses a continuous, nondecreasing latency function that models how the performance of an edge degrades as it becomes increasingly congested. The traffic in the network is assumed to comprise a large number of small independent network users, so that each individual has negligible impact on the experience of others. Each user seeks a minimum-latency path, given the congestion imposed by the rest of the traffic. Under this assumption, flows at Nash equilibrium are naturally defined as the multicommodity flows in which all traffic travels only on minimum-latency paths. This model has been extensively studied in several research communities (e.g. [4, 24, 20, 27] )
As in most noncooperative games, flows at Nash equilibrium are inefficient, in the sense that they need not optimize natural objective functions. For the average latency incurred by traffic, the price of anarchy of selfish routing is well understood, and exact worst-case bounds are known under a wide variety of assumptions (see [24] ).
The Maximum Latency Objective
To attain or approximate a flow that minimizes the average latency, some users may need to be sacrificed to very costly paths to reduce the congestion encountered by others. The unfairness inherent in the average latency measure motivates modifying the objective function to be more attuned to those users on the most costly paths. Arguably, the most obvious way to accomplish this is to minimize the maximum latency incurred by a user. Very little was previously known about the price of anarchy relative to the maximum latency objective, and its systematic study in both single-and multicommodity networks is the first contribution of this paper.
Braess's Paradox
Braess's Paradox is the following counterintuitive fact: removing edges from a selfish routing network can decrease the latency incurred by all of the traffic. First discovered in 1968 [5] , Braess's Paradox has motivated a vast number of follow-up papers; see [25] for a survey. Most existing work on the paradox confines attention to close variations on or analogues of Braess's original example in a four-node network. Only recently have larger and more severe versions of Braess's Paradox been identified: there is an infinite family of networks, beginning with Braess's original example, that shows that removing ⌊n/2⌋ − 1 edges to a single-commodity network with n vertices can decrease the common latency experienced by all of the traffic by a factor of ⌊n/2⌋; and even with an unlimited number of edge removals, no greater decrease is possible [25] .
The second goal of this paper is to prove stronger bounds on the worst-case severity of Braess's Paradox. In single-commodity networks, we prove a tight upper bound that is parameterized by the number of removed edges. As a special case, we prove that, allowing only a single edge removal, there is no single-commodity network in which Braess's Paradox is more severe than in Braess's original example. Qualitatively, our work shows that Braess's Paradox can be severe in single-commodity networks only if many edge removals are allowed.
In multicommodity networks, we give the first non-trivial upper and lower bounds on the worstcase severity of Braess's Paradox, which is much worse than in single-commodity networks. For example, we show that even a single edge removal can decrease the latency of all traffic by a factor that is exponential in the network size.
Our Results: Multicommodity Networks
The rest of our results concern the more challenging setting of multicommodity networks. Here, we establish nearly matching upper and lower bounds on both the price of anarchy with respect to the maximum latency and on the worst-possible severity of Braess's Paradox, demonstrating in the process that both can be much larger in multicommodity networks than in single-commodity ones. Our two primary results are the following.
• We give a parameterized construction, based on the Fibonacci numbers, that shows that removing one edge from a two-commodity network with n vertices can decrease the latency of all traffic by a 2 Ω(n) factor.
• We prove that the price of anarchy with respect to the maximum latency in networks with k commodities, n vertices, and m edges is 2 O(min{kn,m log n}) .
The construction used to prove the first result has wide implications: for all existing approximationtype analyses of selfish routing that were known to hold only in single-commodity networks (in [25] and in this paper), this construction rules out any reasonable extension to multicommodity networks, even those with only two commodities. Recall, for example, our result for single-commodity networks stating that removing a single edge can only decrease the latency of all traffic by a factor of 2. This dichotomy between single-and two-commodity networks is arguably unexpected, given the provably irrelevant role that the number of commodities plays in the price of anarchy with the average latency objective [22] .
Our first result for multicommodity networks easily implies a lower bound of 2 Ω(n) on the price of anarchy for the maximum latency, as an optimal flow has the option of ignoring edges that are causing Braess's Paradox. By the same reasoning, the second result implies that removing any number of edges from a network with k commodities, n vertices, and m edges can only decrease the maximum latency by a 2 O(min{kn,m log n}) factor. Our upper and lower bounds on both the price of anarchy and on the worst-possible severity of Braess's Paradox are thus close to tight for networks with a constant number of commodities.
Finally, we consider the problem of detecting and avoiding Braess's Paradox: given a network, find the subnetwork with the smallest maximum latency. Using our family of two-commodity networks and ideas from [25] for the single-commodity version of the problem, we prove that there is no polynomial-time algorithm for this network design problem with subexponential approximation ratio (assuming P = N P ). Since our upper bound on the price of anarchy trivially implies that an exponential approximation ratio is achievable, this network design problem is a rare example of a natural optimization problem with intrinsically exponential approximability.
Related Work
The literatures on price of anarchy analyses and selfish routing networks are vast; see [19, and [24] , respectively, for entry points. See [25] for an overview of work on Braess's Paradox. That paper, and an independent one by Kameda [14] that contains a subset of the results in [25] , are the only previous works that provide any worst-case bounds on the severity of the paradox.
The maximum latency objective has been extensively studied in a game-theoretic scheduling context, which corresponds to a network of parallel links and players that control a nonnegligible amount of traffic. Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [16] initiated this line of research and Vöcking [19, Chapter 20] surveys it. Weitz [30] was the first to study the price of anarchy of selfish routing under the maximum latency objective. Weitz [30] noted that, for single-commodity networks and a class of restricted latency functions, the price of anarchy for the maximum latency is no more than that for the average latency objective. For example, in single-commodity networks with affine latency functions (of the form ax + b with a, b ≥ 0), an upper bound from [26] for the average latency and a variant of Braess's original example (see [25, 30] ) imply that the (worst-case) price of anarchy with the maximum latency objective is precisely 4/3. However, the reverse implication generally fails. The present work considers only networks with unrestricted latency functions, and since the price of anarchy with the average latency objective is unbounded with such functions, even in two-node networks [26] , previous work for that objective offers no help in answering the questions posed here. Weitz [30] also proved that the price of anarchy for the maximum latency objective is at least approximately n/2 in multicommodity networks with linear latency functions and a large number of commodities; for an analogous single-sink example, see [10] .
Concurrently with the conference version of some of our work [23] , Correa, Schulz, and Stier Moses [10] studied various fairness objective functions including the maximum latency objective. The results of [10] mostly concern the computational complexity of computing an optimal solution and the extent to which multiple objective functions can be simultaneously optimized for restricted classes of latency functions; they are disjoint from those presented in this paper. Other studies of fairness issues in selfish routing networks include [7, 13, 21] . For work on the centralized optimization problem of computing or approximating (in polynomial time) a flow with minimum maximum latency, see [10, 15] and the references therein.
Finally, subsequent to the conference versions of the present work [17, 18, 23] , several papers have given upper and lower bounds on the worst-case severity of Braess's Paradox and the price of anarchy with the maximum latency objective in atomic selfish routing networks, where there is a finite number of players who each control a non-negligible amount of traffic [1, 2, 6, 8, 11 ].
Organization
Section 2 formally defines selfish routing networks and their equilibria, the price of anarchy, and our measure of the severity of Braess's Paradox. Sections 3 and 4 consider bounds on Braess's Paradox and the price of anarchy, respectively, in single-commodity networks. Sections 5 and 6 prove lower and upper bounds, respectively, on the worst-case severity of Braess's Paradox and the price of anarchy in multicommodity networks. Section 7 describes a network design problem, motivated by detecting Braess's Paradox in multicommodity networks, for which the best-possible approximation ratio of a polynomial-time algorithm is precisely exponential in the network size (assuming P = N P ).
Preliminaries
The Model
We study the standard model of selfish routing, with a multicommodity flow network described by a directed graph G = (V, E) and k source-destination vertex pairs (s 1 , t 1 ), . . . , (s k , t k ). We denote by r i the amount of traffic that wishes to travel from the source s i to the destination t i -the traffic rate. Single-commodity networks are those with k = 1. The graph G can contain parallel edges, but we can exclude self-loops. We denote the s i -t i paths of G by P i and assume that P i is non-empty for all i. We use P to denote ∪ k i=1 P i . A flow is a nonnegative vector indexed by P. By f e we mean the amount of flow that traverses edge e, which is P ∈P : e∈P f P . By f (i) e we mean the amount of flow on edge e from commodity i, which is P ∈P i : e∈P f P . With respect to a network G and a vector r of traffic rates, a flow is feasible if P ∈P i f P = r i for all commodities i.
To model congestion effects, we give each edge e a nonnegative, continuous, nondecreasing latency function ℓ e describing the time needed to traverse the edge as a function of the edge congestion f e . Given a flow f , the latency ℓ P of a path P is the sum of the latencies of the edges in the path: ℓ P (f ) = e∈P ℓ e (f e ). We call a triple of the form (G, r, ℓ) an instance.
Flows at Nash Equilibrium
Assuming that all network users have negligible size and want to minimize the latency experienced, we expect all users to travel on paths with the minimum-possible latency. We formalize this in the definition of a flow at Nash equilibrium. Definition 2.1 (Flow at Nash Equilibrium [29] ) A flow f feasible for (G, r, ℓ) is at Nash equilibrium, or is a Nash flow, if for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} and two paths P 1 , P 2 ∈ P i with f P 1 > 0, Figure 1 (a), with one unit of traffic traveling from s to t. In the unique flow at Nash equilibrium, all traffic uses the path s → v → w → t and incurs 2 units of latency. In the unique flow at Nash equilibrium in the network in Figure 1(b) , the traffic is split evenly between the two s-t paths and all traffic One unit of selfish traffic travels from s to t. Edges are labeled with their latency functions. In (a), the flow at Nash equilibrium sends all traffic on the path s → v → w → t and the common latency is 2. In (b), the flow at Nash equilibrium splits the traffic between the paths s → v → t and s → w → t, and the common latency is 3/2. experiences 3/2 units of latency. Thus removing the edge (v, w) from the first network decreases the common latency of traffic in a Nash flow by a 4/3 factor.
It is well known that Nash flows always exist, and that all Nash flows of an instance induce the same latency on every edge (see e.g. [24] for a proof). Proposition 2.3 (Existence and Uniqueness of Nash Flows [3] ) Let (G, r, ℓ) be an instance.
(a) There is at least one Nash flow for (G, r, ℓ).
(b) If f,f are Nash flows for (G, r, ℓ), then ℓ e (f e ) = ℓ e (f e ) for every edge e.
A stronger form of Proposition 2.3 holds in single-commodity networks (see e.g. [24] for a proof). Proposition 2.4 (Existence of an Acyclic Nash Flow [25] ) In every single-commodity instance, there is a Nash flow f such that the subgraph of edges with f e > 0 is directed acyclic.
We use Proposition 2.4 in the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 4.2.
In several proofs (of Theorems 3.1, 4.2, and 6.4), we use the following characterization of the flows at Nash equilibrium of an instance. It expresses the shortest-path condition of Definition 2.1 in terms of shortest-path distance labels, and its proof is straightforward (see e.g. [24] ). Proposition 2.5 (Nash Flows via Shortest-Path Labels [25] ) Let f be a flow feasible for the instance (G, r, ℓ). For a vertex v in G and a commodity i, let d i (v) denote the length, with respect to edge lengths ℓ e (f e ), of a shortest s i -v path in G. Then f is at Nash equilibrium if and only if for every pair v, w of vertices in G, every commodity i, and every v-w path P :
For example, if f denotes the flow at Nash equilibrium in the network in Figure 1 
The Price of Anarchy
The price of anarchy of a game is defined with respect to an objective function. In this paper, we consider the maximum latency M (f ) incurred by a flow f :
With respect to an instance (G, r, ℓ), a flow that minimizes M (·) over all feasible flows is called optimal. Since the feasible flows of an instance form a compact subset of Euclidean space and M (·) is a continuous function, every instance admits an optimal flow.
The price of anarchy of a selfish routing network is the ratio of the objective function values of a flow at Nash equilibrium and an optimal flow. Definition 2.6 (Price of Anarchy) If (G, r, ℓ) is an instance, then the price of anarchy of (G, r, ℓ), denoted ρ(G, r, ℓ), is the ratio M (f )/M (f * ), where f is a Nash flow and f * is an optimal flow. Proposition 2.3 implies that all Nash flows of an instance have the same maximum latency, and so the price of anarchy of an instance is well defined provided M (f * ) > 0. If M (f * ) = 0, then f * is also a flow at Nash equilibrium and we define the price of anarchy to be 1. For example, in the first network of Example 2.2, shown in Figure 1 (a), the price of anarchy is 4/3: M (f ) = 2 for the Nash flow f , while M (f * ) = 3/2 for the optimal flow f * , which splits traffic equally between the paths s → v → t and s → w → t.
The Braess Ratio
A quantity related to but different from the price of anarchy is the Braess ratio of a selfish routing network, defined as the largest factor by which the equilibrium latency of all traffic can be decreased by edge removals. To define this quantity formally, we use the notation L i (G, r, ℓ) to denote the common latency of the ith commodity's traffic in a Nash flow for the instance (G, r, ℓ); by Proposition 2.3(b), this number is well defined (i.e., independent of the particular Nash flow).
where H ranges over the subnetworks of G that contain an s i -t i path for each i.
In Definition 2.7, we interpret the ratio 0/0 as 1. Observe that the Braess ratio of a multicommodity instance is large only if removing some set of edges decreases the latency incurred by the traffic of every commodity by a large amount. In a single-commodity network, Definition 2.7 simplifies to
, where L(·, ·, ·) denotes the equilibrium latency of all traffic in such a network. For example, in the first network of Example 2.2, the Braess ratio is 4/3. An upper bound on the price of anarchy of an instance applies immediately to its Braess ratio.
Proposition 2.8 (Price of Anarchy Upper Bounds Braess Ratio)
For every instance (G, r, ℓ), the Braess ratio β(G, r, ℓ) is at most the price of anarchy ρ(G, r, ℓ).
Proof:
For every subgraph H of G, a flow at Nash equilibrium f H for (H, r, ℓ) is a feasible flow for (G, r, ℓ). By the definition of the price of anarchy, the maximum latency of a flow at Nash equilibrium for (G, r, ℓ) is at most a ρ(G, r, ℓ) factor larger than that of f H . Taking i * as a commodity maximizing
, and the proof is complete.
A Monotonicity Result and Braess's Paradox Bounds in SingleCommodity Networks
This section gives the first bound on the Braess ratio that is parameterized by the number of removed edges. Along the way, we give the first combinatorial proof of an important monotonicity result for Nash flows in single-commodity selfish routing networks. Our most general result is that the size of the largest matching of V \ {s, t} among the removed edges controls how much the latency of a Nash flow can decrease, where V denotes the vertices of the network.
Theorem 3.1 (Parametrized Upper Bound on Braess's Paradox) Let (G, r, ℓ) be a singlecommodity instance, with G = (V, E). Let H be a subgraph of G, and S the edges that are in G but not H. If every subset of S that forms a matching of V \ {s, t} has size as most c, then
We immediately obtain the promised upper bound that is parameterized by the number of removed edges. This upper bound was first conjectured by H. Kameda 
Proof: Since there are only n − 2 nodes in G that are not s or t, every matching of V \{s, t} contains at most ⌊(n − 2)/2⌋ = ⌊n/2⌋ − 1 edges. Theorem 3.1 now implies the corollary.
We now turn toward proving Theorem 3.1. We begin with a definition. When the context is clear, we drop the dependence on f andf for the terms in Definition 3.4.
Example 3.5 (An Alternating Path) Let f be the Nash flow andf the optimal flow in Figure 1(a) . Then, edges (s, v), (v, w), and (w, t) are (f,f )-heavy while edges (s, w) and (v, t) are (f,f )-light. The unique (f,f )-alternating s-t path is s → w → v → t.
We now prove that an s-t alternating path exists, when comparing one flow to another at the same or an increased traffic rate. Lemma 3.6 (Existence of Alternating Paths) Let f andf be flows feasible for the singlecommodity instances (G, r, ℓ) and (G,r, ℓ), respectively, with r ≤r. Then, there is an (f,f )-alternating s-t path. Moreover, if f is directed acyclic, then every such path begins and ends with a (f,f )-light edge.
Proof: Suppose for contradiction that there is no (f,f )-alternating s-t path and let S denote the set of nodes reachable from s via such paths. The set S contains s and, by assumption, does not contain t; it is therefore an s-t cut. Since the same net amount of s-t flow crosses every s-t cut of a flow network, we have
and
where δ + (S) is the set of edges exiting S and δ − (S) is the set of edges entering S.
Since vertices in S can be reached from s via (f,f )-alternating paths and vertices outside S cannot, edges that exit S are heavy or null. In addition, one such edge is heavy, since otherwise the left-hand side of (1) would be nonpositive. Similarly, edges that enter S are light or null. These observations imply that the left-hand side of (1) is strictly greater than that of (2), contradicting the fact that r ≤r.
Moreover, if f is directed acyclic, then it sends no flow into s or out of t. Thus, the first and last edges of every (f,f )-alternating s-t path are light.
To prepare for the proof of Theorem 3.1, we first prove an orthogonal monotonicity result that is interesting in its own right. An intuitive but far from obvious fact is that the latency encountered by traffic in a Nash flow can only increase as we inject new traffic into the system. It was first proved by Hall [12] , in a more general multicommodity network setting, using techniques for sensitivity analysis of convex programs. Here, we give a direct and combinatorial proof. The proof techniques will be directly useful in our proof of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.7 (Equilibrium Latency Is Nondecreasing in the Traffic Rate [12] ) For every network G with one source-destination pair and latency functions ℓ, the value L(G, r, ℓ) is nondecreasing in r.
Proof: Let f andf be Nash flows for (G, r, ℓ) and (G,r, ℓ), respectively, with r ≤r. For a vertex v, let d(v) andd(v) denote the shortest-path distance from s to v with respect to edge lengths ℓ e (f e ) and ℓ e (f e ), respectively. These are the same shortest-path distance labels as in Proposition 2.5. By definition, L(G, r, ℓ) = d(t) and L(G,r, ℓ) =d(t). The proposition asserts that d(t) ≤d(t).
We prove the stronger result that d(v) ≤d(v) for all vertices v of an arbitrary (f,f )-alternating s-t path P . At least one such path exists by Lemma 3.6. We proceed by induction.
Similarly, forf we haved (v) ≤d(w) + ℓ e (f e ).
Since d(v) ≤d(v) by the inductive hypothesis, and ℓ e (f e ) ≤ ℓ e (f e ) since e is (f,f )-heavy, equation (3) and inequality (4) are compatible only if d(w) ≤d(w). This completes the inductive step and the proof of the theorem.
Finally, we show how a refinement of the proof of Theorem 3.7 proves Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Let f andf be an acyclic Nash flow and a Nash flow for (G, r, ℓ) and (H, r, ℓ), respectively; the former exists by Proposition 2.4. We viewf as a flow in the larger network G in the obvious way. As in the proof of Theorem 3.7, let d andd denote shortest-path distances with respect to the edge latencies induced by f andf in G and H, respectively. This proof must differ from that of Theorem 3.7, asf is a Nash flow in H but not in G. Let P be an (f,f )-alternating s-t path, which exists by Lemma 3.6. A segment of P is a maximal subpath of P that contains only (f,f )-light or only (f,f )-heavy edges. Edges that are in G but not H are called absent. Sincef e > 0 on (f,f )-light edges, absent edges can only reside in (f,f )-heavy segments. The key claim is that if v is a vertex at the end of a segment of P , and c (heavy) segments of P between s and v contain an absent edge, then
This claim implies the theorem. To see why, first apply (5) to t to obtain
where c is the number of segments of P that include an absent edge. This inequality reduces the proof of the theorem to exhibiting c absent edges that form a matching of V \ {s, t}. By Definition 3.4 and Lemma 3.6, (f,f )-heavy segments of P are disjoint from each other and from s and t. Picking one absent edge from each (f,f )-heavy segment that contains one provides the desired matching.
We now prove (5) by induction on the segments of P . The inequality trivially holds when v = s, so suppose it holds for a vertex v that is last on a segment of P , or is equal to s. We wish to prove (5) for w, defined as the last vertex on the next segment. If no edges in the segment between v and w are absent, then (5) holds by the arguments in the penultimate or the final paragraph of the proof of Theorem 3.7, depending on whether the segment contains light or heavy edges, respectively.
Since absent edges can only be heavy, we can finish the proof by establishing the inductive hypothesis when the segment between v and w comprises heavy backward edges, at least one of which is absent. First, since f e > 0 on all of these edges, Proposition 2.5(b)
The Maximum Latency in Single-Commodity Networks
This section gives matching upper and lower bounds on the worst-case price of anarchy for the maximum latency objective in single-commodity networks. We begin with the lower bound. A construction of Roughgarden [25] shows that, for every n ≥ 2, there is a single-commodity selfish routing network in which edge removals can decrease the latency of a flow at Nash equilibrium by an ⌊n/2⌋ factor (matching the upper bound in Corollary 3.3). By Proposition 2.8, the same lower bound applies to the price of anarchy in such networks. The next example gives a different construction that yields a larger, optimal lower bound. Figure 2 . For each such i, edge a i is given the constant latency function ℓ a (x) = 1 and edge b i a latency function that satisfies ℓ b ((n − 2)/(n − 1)) = 0 and ℓ b (1) = 1. The flow f that routes one unit of flow on edge b i for all i is at Nash equilibrium for (G, 1, ℓ) with M (f ) = n − 1. On the other hand, the flow f * that splits traffic evenly between the n − 1 paths that eschew exactly one edge of the form b i is feasible for (G, 1, ℓ), and has maximum latency M (f * ) = 1. Example 4.1 shows that the worst-case price of anarchy in single-commodity instances with n vertices is at least n − 1. The next theorem is a matching upper bound.
Theorem 4.2 (Upper Bound on the Price of Anarchy in Single-Commodity Networks)
For every n ≥ 2 and every single-commodity instance (G, r, ℓ) with n vertices, ρ(G, r, ℓ) ≤ n − 1.
Proof: Fix n ≥ 2 and let (G, r, ℓ) be an n-vertex single-commodity instance. Let f be a Nash flow for (G, r, ℓ), f * a feasible flow for (G, r, ℓ), and d(v) the shortest-path distance from s to v with respect to edge lengths ℓ e (f e ), as in Proposition 2.
That proposition implies that M (f ) = d(t).
Since all Nash flows have equal maximum latency, Proposition 2.4 implies that we can assume without loss that f is a directed acyclic flow. This implies that the vertices of G can be sorted 
. . , v n in topological order w.r.t. f such that d(v) is nondecreasing in the ordering. We briefly recall the argument from [25] : starting from an arbitrary topological ordering, which exists since f is acyclic, repeatedly swap consecutive vertices v, w for which d(v) > d(w). Proposition 2.5(b) implies that every such swap yields another topological ordering of the vertices w.r.t. f , and after a finite number of swaps the desired ordering is obtained. We now pick consecutive vertices v, w that precede or equal t in the ordering and that maximize the difference d(w) − d(v); since d(t) is the sum of q − 1 ≤ n − 1 such differences, the maximum difference is at least d(t)/(n − 1). Let S denote the set of vertices between s and v, inclusive, in the ordering. The set S is an s-t cut, and since vertices are sorted topologically w.r.t. f , no f -flow enters S and hence the amount of f -flow exiting S is precisely r (cf., equation (1)). The s-t flow f * sends at least r units of flow out of the cut S, so there is an edge e = (u, x) exiting S on which f * e ≥ f e and f * e > 0.
, where the final inequality follows from Proposition 2.5(a). Since u is or precedes v in the ordering, x is or succeeds w in the ordering, and d-values can only increase with the ordering,
and the proof is complete.
Braess's Paradox in Multicommodity Networks
This section proves that there is a "phase transition" in the worst-case severity of Braess's Paradox between single-commodity networks, where the Braess ratio is always polynomial in the network size; and multicommodity networks, where the Braess ratio can be exponential in the network size, even with only two commodities. This construction is also the starting point for our inapproximability results in Section 7. Our family of two-commodity instances is closely related to the Fibonacci numbers, where the pth Fibonacci number F p is defined as: F 0 = 0, F 1 = 1, and F p = F p−2 + F p−1 for p ≥ 2. It is well known that F p ≈ c · φ p as p → ∞, where c ≈ 0.4472 and φ ≈ 1.618 is the golden ratio. Our main result in this section is the following.
Theorem 5.1 (Exponential Lower Bound in Two-Commodity Networks)
There is an infinite family {(G p , r p , ℓ p )} ∞ p=1 of instances with the following properties:
(a) (G p , r p , ℓ p ) has two commodities and O(p) vertices and edges as p → ∞;
(d) for every p, there is a subgraph H p of G p with one less edge than G p that satisfies L 1 (H p , r p , ℓ p ) = 1 and L 2 (H p , r p , ℓ p ) = 0.
Theorem 5.1 has a number of implications. We first note two immediate corollaries.
Corollary 5.2 Removing a single edge from an n-vertex two-commodity instance can decrease the latency of all traffic by a 2 Ω(n) factor as n → ∞.
Corollary 5.3
The worst-case price of anarchy in two-commodity instances with at most n vertices is 2 Ω(n) as n → ∞.
These corollaries obviously apply also to networks with more than two commodities. Theorem 5.1 and Corollaries 5.2 and 5.3 show that Corollary 3.2, Corollary 3.3, and Theorem 4.2 utterly fail to extend to multicommodity networks. This dichotomy stands in contrast to other work on selfish routing, such as bounds on the price of anarchy for the average latency objective function, where there is provably no separation between single-commodity and multicommodity instances [22] .
We now give the construction of the family of instances claimed in Theorem 5.1. We begin by defining the graph G p for p ≥ 1, see Figure 3 . We describe the construction only for odd p; the construction for even p is almost the same. We begin with two paths, which we will call P 1 and P 2 . The (p + 3)-vertex path P 2 , drawn vertically in Figure 3 , is s 2 → w 0 → w 1 → · · · → w p → t 2 . The (p + 4)-vertex path P 1 , drawn horizontally in Figure 3 , is
We also add the following edges between the two paths: (a, w i ) for all positive even i; (v i , w i ) for all positive even i; (s 2 , v i ) for all odd i at most p − 2; and (w i , v i ) for all odd i. Finally, we complete G p by adding what we call an extra edge, defined as the edge (s 1 , w 0 ).
For all p, the traffic rates are r p 1 = r p 2 = 1. To complete the construction, we need to describe the edge latency functions. All edges possess either a constant latency function, or a latency function that approximates a step function. Precisely, for a positive integer i and a positive real number δ, g i δ will denote a continuous, nondecreasing function satisfying g i δ (x) = 0 for x ≤ 1 and g i δ (x) equal to the ith Fibonacci number F i for x ≥ 1 + δ. (The function g i δ can be defined arbitrarily on (1, 1 + δ), provided it is continuous and nondecreasing.)
For i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}, we define the edge e i to be (w i , w i+1 ) if i is even and (v i , v i+1 ) if i is odd. The latency functions ℓ p for G p are, for some sufficiently small δ: for each i > 0, edge e i receives the latency function ℓ p (x) = g i δ (x); edge e 0 receives the latency function ℓ p (x) = f 1 δ (x); edge (s 1 , a) receives the latency function ℓ p (x) = 1; and all other edges receive the latency function ℓ p (x) = 0.
We now prove Theorem 5.1 for odd p; the arguments for even p are almost identical. Part (a) is obvious. Part (d) is easy to see: if H p is obtained from G p by removing the extra edge (s 1 , w 0 ) and f is the flow that routes one unit of traffic on both P 1 and P 2 , then f is at Nash equilibrium for (H p , r p , ℓ p ), showing that L 1 (H p , r p , ℓ p ) = 1 and L 2 (H p , r p , ℓ p ) = 0. See Figure 3 .
To finish the proof of Theorem 5.1 (for p odd), we prove part (b) via a sequence of lemmas. The first one requires some definitions. We say that a flow f , feasible for (G p , r p , ℓ p ), floods the instance if f e i ≥ 1 + δ for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}. Thus if f floods (G p , r p , ℓ p ), all edge latencies are at their maximum, as in Figure 4 . Next, for i even and positive, Q i denotes the s 1 -t 1 path that uses edge e i as a "short cut":
The path Q 0 has the same form except vertex a is skipped via the extra edge:
For i odd, Q i denotes the s 2 -t 2 path that uses edge e i as a "short cut":
The paths Q 0 , . . . , Q p−1 , together P 1 and P 2 , are short paths. The next lemma justifies this terminology, at least for flows that flood the instance (G p , r p , ℓ p ).
Lemma 5.4
If f floods (G p , r p , ℓ p ) with p odd, then:
(a) ℓ P (f ) ≥ F p−1 + 1 for every s 1 -t 1 path P , and equality holds for short paths;
(b) ℓ P (f ) ≥ F p for every s 2 -t 2 path P , and equality holds for short paths.
We only prove part (b) of Lemma 5.4, as the proof of part (a) is similar. In the proof, we use the following lemma about the Fibonacci numbers, which is easy to verify by induction.
Lemma 5.5 Let j and p be odd positive integers with j < p, and I the even numbers between j and p. Then, F j + i∈I F i = F p .
Proof of Lemma 5.4: Let P be an s 2 -t 2 path. Let j be the largest odd number such that e j ∈ P , or 0 if there is no such number. We can assume that j > 0, since the j = 0 and j = 1 cases are the same. Since j > 0 is maximal, P contains e j and also e i for all even i that are strictly between j and p. Since f floods (G p , r p , ℓ p ), Lemma 5.5 implies that ℓ P (f ) ≥ F p . Moreover, this inequality holds with equality for short paths. Our final lemma states that routing flow on short paths suffices to flood the instance (G p , r p , ℓ p ). For the statement of the lemma, recall that the parameter δ controls how rapidly the non-constant latency functions of (G p , r p , ℓ p ) increase as the amount of flow on the edge exceeds 1.
Lemma 5.6 For all p odd and δ sufficiently small, there is flow f , with f P > 0 only for short paths P , that floods (G p , r p , ℓ p ).
Proof: Define the flow f as follows. First, for i = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1, route 2 −(i+1) units of flow (of the appropriate commodity) on the short path Q i . This routes strictly less than one unit of flow of each commodity. The remaining flow is then routed on the short paths P 1 and P 2 . To complete the proof, we show that f e i ≥ 1 + δ for every i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} provided δ is sufficiently small. We prove this inequality only for odd i; the argument for even i is very similar.
The second commodity uses edge e i only in the short path Q i , on which it routes 2 −(i+1) units of flow. The first commodity uses edge e i in all of its flow paths except for the short paths Q j for j even and greater than i. The total amount of flow on e i is more than
Thus, as long as we choose δ ≤ 2 −(p+3) , f floods (G p , r p , ℓ p ), and the proof is complete. 
Upper Bounds on the Price of Anarchy in Multicommodity Networks
This section proves upper bounds on the price of anarchy and, as a consequence, on the worstpossible severity of Braess's Paradox. Our upper bound comes close to the lower bound of Theorem 5.1. We begin with a weak bound on the price of anarchy that depends on parameters other than the network size. While not interesting in its own right, it plays a crucial role in later proofs in this section.
Lemma 6.1 Let f be a Nash flow and f * a feasible flow for an instance (G, r, ℓ) , where G has m edges. For every edge e of G with f e > f * e ,
Proof: Let F ⊆ E denote the edges e of G for which f e > f * e . The definition of a flow at Nash equilibrium easily implies that e∈E ℓ e (f e )(f * e − f e ) ≥ 0; see also [28] . Proceeding crudely, we have
For a given edgeê of F , dropping all the (nonnegative) terms corresponding to F \ {ê} and rearranging proves the lemma.
We next use Lemma 6.1 as a bootstrap for deriving upper bounds on the price of anarchy that depend only on the network size. We accomplish this as follows. For an arbitrary instance, we set up a linear program, with edge latencies as variables, that maximizes the price of anarchy among instances that are "basically equivalent" to the given instance. We define our notion of equivalence so that Lemma 6.1 ensures that the linear program has a bounded maximum, and then analyze the vertices of the feasible region of the linear program to derive the following bound. To implement this proof approach, we need a proposition that bounds the maximum size of the optimal value of a linear program with a constraint matrix with entries in {−1, 0, 1}. Proposition 6.3 Let A be an m × n matrix with entries in {−1, 0, 1} and at most λ ≥ 1 non-zero entries in each row. Let b be a real-valued m-vector, and let the linear program max x i subject to Ax ≤ b and x ≥ 0 have a finite maximum. Then, this maximum is at most nλ n b ∞ , where b ∞ denotes max j |b j |.
Proof: The feasible region of this linear program is a subset of the nonnegative orthant, and hence it is bounded. Basic linear programming theory ensures that there is an optimal solution x * that is a vertex of the feasible region. (See e.g. [9] .) Since there are n decision variables, the vertex x * is the unique solution to a square linear system of the form Cx = z, where C is an n × n matrix of constraints (from A and the identity matrix I) and z is the corresponding n-vector of entries from b and of zeros (from the nonnegativity constraints). Using Cramer's rule to compute the solution and expanding determinants, each component of x * is, at worst, the sum of λ n non-zero terms, each of magnitude at most b ∞ . The proposition follows.
Proof of Theorem 6.2: Let (G, r, ℓ) be an instance with n vertices and m edges. Let f and f * be Nash and optimal flows for (G, r, ℓ), respectively. We aim to show that ρ(G, r, ℓ) = 2 O(m log n) .
We first preprocess the instance (G, r, ℓ). First, if f e = f * e = 0 for some edge e, then that edge can be removed from the instance without affecting its ρ-value. We can therefore assume that f * e > 0 or f e > 0 for every edge e. Second, we can assume that ℓ e (0) = 0 whenever f * e = 0. To see why, note that replacing the latency function ℓ e (x) of such an edge by the function equal to (e.g.) min{x/f e , 1} · ℓ e (x) leaves the Nash flow unaffected while only decreasing the minimumpossible maximum latency and hence increasing the ρ-value of the instance. Combining these two assumptions, we can assume, without loss of generality, that ℓ e (f * e ) ≤ M (f * ) for every edge e of G. We now set up a linear program that attempts to further transform the latency functions to make the ρ-value of the given instance as large as possible. In the linear program, the flow amounts {f e } and {f * e }, as well as the latencies {ℓ e (f * e )} with respect to f * , are held fixed. There is a nonnegative variablel e (f e ) representing the latency of edge e with respect to the flow f . So that the new latency functions are nondecreasing, we impose the following linear constraints, which we call monotonicity constraints:
• for all edges e with f e ≤ f * e ,l e (f e ) ≤ ℓ e (f * e );
• for all edges e with f e ≥ f * e ,l e (f e ) ≥ ℓ e (f * e ).
Additionally, we insist that the (fixed) flow f be at Nash equilibrium with respect to the (variable) latencies {l e (f e )}. There are several ways that this requirement can be encoded with linear constraints. For the present proof, we use a naive approach: in our linear program, we insist that
for every commodity i, and every pair of paths P,P ∈ P i for which f (i) e > 0 for all e ∈ P . Since this linear program has only m variables, we will not be hampered by its potentially massive number of constraints.
By construction, our constraints ensure the following: for every feasible solution {l(f e )}, there is an instance (G, r,l) with continuous, nondecreasing latency functionsl, so that these latency functions interpolate their two prescribed values and f is a Nash flow for (G, r,l). Consider the problem of maximizing the value of a single variablel e (f e ) over the feasible region. Our key claim is that the resulting linear program is not unbounded. For edges e with f e ≤ f * e , the claim is obvious from the monotonicity constraints. For edges e with f e > f * e , the claim follows from Lemma 6.1 and the fact that all parameters on the right-hand side of the bound (7) are fixed in the linear program.
Since the maximum of the above linear program is bounded, we can apply Proposition 6.3. In our linear program, there are a total of m variables, of which each constraint contains at most 2n. The right-hand side of each constraint is either a 0 or a term of the form ℓ e (f * e ). By our preprocessing step, ℓ e (f * e ) ≤ M (f * ) for all edges e. Hence, Proposition 6.3 implies that the maximum of the linear program is at most mn O(m) · M (f * ). Hence, returning to the original instance (G, r, ℓ), we must have ℓ e (f e ) ≤ mn O(m) · M (f * ) for all edges e. Since a flow path of f can contain only n edges, we can conclude that ρ(G, r, ℓ) ≤ nmn O(m) = 2 O(m log n) .
When the number of commodities is small, we can obtain a nearly optimal bound of 2 O(kn) . We obtain the bound by applying Proposition 6.3 to an alternative linear program written in terms of distance variables that correspond to the lengths of shortest paths with respect to the edge lengths {l e (f e )}. Proof: To prove our bound, we start with the linear program from the proof of Theorem 6.2. We leave the monotonicity constraints the same, but change the constraints that ensure that f is a Nash equilibrium with respect to the edge latencies {l e (f e )}. The point of this change is to bring the number λ of variables in each constraint down to a constant.
We introduce an auxiliary variabled i (v) for each commodity i and for each vertex v reachable from that commodity's source s i , which represents the length of the shortest path from s i to v with respect to the latencies {l e (f e )}. We use the following constraints:
•d i (s i ) = 0 for every commodity i;
for every commodity i and edge e = (u, v) with f
•d i (v) ≤d i (u) +l e (f e ) for every commodity i and edge e = (u, v).
We first prove that the feasible region of this linear program faithfully encodes the edges latencies for which f is a Nash equilibrium, and then show how to reduce the number of variables of the linear program. Consider edge latencies {l e (f e )} for which f is at Nash equilibrium. We can extend these into a feasible solution to the linear program as follows: for each commodity i and vertex v reachable from s i , taked i (v) to be the shortest length of an s i -v path with respect to these latencies. Conversely, consider a feasible solution to the linear program. The constraints ensure that, for every commodity i and path P ∈ P i , the latency e∈Pl e (f e ) of this path is at leastd i (t i ); and this lower bound holds with equality if f (i) e > 0 for every e ∈ P . By Proposition 2.5, f is at Nash equilibrium with respect to the edge latencies {l e (f e )}. Thus, maximizing the value ofl e (f e ) over this feasible region yields the largest edge latency possible for e subject to f being at Nash equilibrium with respect to computed edge latencies (and subject to the monotonicity constraints).
Currently, our linear program has O(m + kn) variables. To reduce this number, we show how to eliminate the latency variables. For an edge e = (u, v) with f
and we can replace every occurrence ofl e (f e ) in our linear program withd i (v) −d i (u). For every other edge e (with f e = 0 and f * e > 0),l e (f e ) may as well be fixed to its largest feasible value, ℓ e (f * e ) (which is at most M (f * )). With these substitutions, we have not changed the optimal value of our linear program, and we are left with only O(kn) variables. Moreover, there are still a constant number of variables per constraint, and the magnitude of each entry of b is still bounded by M (f * ). Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 6.2, we can apply Proposition 6.3 and upper bound the price of anarchy of the original instance (G, r, ℓ) by 2 O(kn) .
Exponential Inapproximability for Network Design
In this section, we show that a natural network design problem motivated by Braess's Paradox has intrinsically exponential approximability. The problem, which we call Multicommodity Network Design (MCND), is as follows:
Given an instance (G, r, ℓ), find a subgraph H of G that minimizes max i L i (H, r, ℓ).
For single-commodity instances, the best-possible polynomial-time approximation ratio (assuming P = N P ) was shown to be ⌊n/2⌋ in [25] , where n denotes the number of network vertices.
The trivial algorithm is defined as the algorithm that always returns the entire graph G. Theorems 6.2 and 6.4 imply that the trivial algorithm is a 2 O(min{kn,m log n}) -approximation algorithm for MCND. Our main result in this section uses our lower bound construction in Section 5 to show that the MCND problem is approximation-resistant, in the sense that no significantly better polynomial-time approximation algorithm exists (assuming P = N P ).
Theorem 7.1 (Exponential Inapproximability for Detecting Braess's Paradox) Assuming P = N P , there is no 2 o(n) -approximation algorithm for MCND.
Proof: The idea of the reduction is to start with an instance (G p , r p , ℓ p ) of the form described in Theorem 5.1, and to replace the extra edge (s 1 , w 0 ) with a collection of parallel edges representing an instance I = {a 1 , . . . , a q } of the N P -hard problem Partition, where the feasible solutions are defined as the subsets S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , q} for which i∈S a i = 1 2 q i=1 a i . We give these parallel edges latency functions that simulate "capacities", with an edge representing an integer a j of I receiving capacity a j . The proof has three parts. First, if too many of these parallel edges are removed from the network, there is insufficient capacity remaining to send flow cheaply. To implement this, we also give capacities to the other edges of (G p , r p , ℓ p ). Second, if too few of the parallel edges are removed, the excess of capacity results in a bad flow at Nash equilibrium similar to that of Figure 4 . Finally, these two cases can be avoided if and only if I is a "yes" instance of Partition, in which case removing the appropriate collection of parallel edges results in a network that admits a good flow at Nash equilibrium similar to that of Figure 3 .
Formally, consider an instance I = {a j } q j=1 of Partition, with each a j a positive integer. By scaling, there is no loss of generality in assuming that each a j is a multiple of a large number R (say R = q 2 ). Let G denote the graph G p from the construction in Theorem 5.1, where p ∈ {q, q +1} is odd, except with the extra edge (s 1 , w 0 ) replaced by q edges e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e q . We call these the parallel edges of G. Label the s 1 -t 1 short paths P 1 , Q 1 0 , . . . , Q q 0 , Q 2 , Q 4 , . . . , Q p−1 and the s 2 -t 2 short paths Q 1 , Q 3 , . . . , Q p−2 .
A good flow in G has the following form: a total of A/2 units of flow are routed on the paths Q 1 0 , . . . , Q q 0 , and R units of flow are routed on every other short path (where R = q 2 ). We set the traffic rates r 1 , r 2 so that a good flow is feasible for them (so r 1 = A 2 + R(p + 1)/2 and r 2 = R(p + 1)/2). Note that every good flow routes the same amount of traffic on a non-parallel edge e; denote this amount by g e .
Also, for a non-parallel edge e, let h e denote the difference between the amount of flow routed on e in the proof of Lemma 5.6 ( Figure 4 ) and in the proof of Theorem 5.1(d) (Figure 3) . We use the following properties: h e < 1 for every non-parallel edge e; h e > 0 for every edge of the form e i (recall (6)); and h e < 0 for every non-parallel edge not of the form e i .
In our definition of the network latency functions, we use a sufficiently small constant δ.
• The parallel edge e j is given a latency function ℓ with ℓ(x) = 0 for x ≤ a j − δ; ℓ(a j ) = 1; and ℓ(x) = F p for x ≥ a j + δ.
• An edge of the form e i is given a latency function ℓ with ℓ(x) = 0 for x ≤ g e + h e − δ; ℓ(g e + h e ) = F i ; and ℓ(x) = F p for x ≥ g e + h e + δ.
• Every other edge is given a latency function ℓ with ℓ(x) = 0 for x ≤ g e ; and ℓ(x) = F p for x ≥ g e + δ.
These latency functions can be defined arbitrarily outside the prescribed regions, subject to continuity and monotonicity. The capacity of an edge of the first type is a j ; the other edges' capacities are defined analogously. We call an edge oversaturated by a flow if the amount of flow on it exceeds its capacity by δ or more, in which case the maximum latency of the flow is at least F p . The instance (G, r, ℓ) can be constructed in time polynomial in the size of the Partition instance I.
The following two statements imply the theorem.
(i) If I is a "yes" instance of Partition, then G admits a subgraph H with L 1 (H, r, ℓ) = 1 and L 2 (H, r, ℓ) = 0.
(ii) If I is a "no" instance, then max i=1,2 L i (H, r, ℓ) ≥ F p for every subgraph H of G.
To prove (i), suppose that I admits a partition, with j∈S a j = A/2 for some S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , q}. Obtain H from G by deleting all parallel edges e j with j / ∈ S. Let f denote the corresponding good flow in H, with a j units of flow routed on path Q j 0 for each j ∈ S. The latencies of all edges are the same as in Figure 3 , with all remaining parallel edges (e j with j ∈ S) having latency 1. Thus f is a flow at Nash equilibrium for (H, r, ℓ), which shows that L 1 (H, r, ℓ) = 1 and L 2 (H, r, ℓ) = 0.
For statement (ii), we first claim that if H omits any non-parallel edge, then every feasible flow in H oversaturates some edge and hence has maximum latency at least F p . The basic reason for this is: edge capacities ensure that every flow which oversaturates no edge routes at most max{0, h e } + δ ≤ 1 more units of flow than a good flow on every non-parallel edge; and removing a non-parallel edge destroys some short path, thereby forcing a large R units of flow to be rerouted relative to a good flow. For example, suppose H omits some edge incident to s 2 . This reduces the total edge capacity incident to s 2 to at most 1 2 (p − 1)(R + 1), whereas the traffic rate r 2 is 1 2 (p + 1)R. Assuming R is sufficiently large and δ is sufficiently small, every feasible flow then oversaturates an edge incident to s 2 . Analogous arguments show that every non-parallel edge removal inevitably leads to an oversaturated edge. Now suppose that H omits only parallel edges. Since I is a "no" instance and all a j 's are multiples of R, the total capacity of the remaining edges incident to s 1 is either strictly more or strictly less than r 1 = A 2 + R(p + 1)/2 by at least R. In the latter case, a capacity argument again shows that every feasible flow oversaturates some edge incident to s 1 .
For the final case, in which the total capacity of the parallel edges in H is A ′ ≥ A 2 + R, we explicitly define a flow f at Nash equilibrium for (H, r, ℓ) with the same edge latencies as in Figure 4 , with all remaining parallel edges having zero latency with respect to f . Precisely, we set f e = g e +h e for every non-parallel edge; and for every parallel edge e j of H, we set
where h e is the flow on the extra edge (s, w 0 ) in the proof of Lemma 5.6. Since A ′ ≥ A 2 + R, f e j ≤ a j − δ for large enough R and small enough δ, so the latency of edge e j is 0. Thus, f is a feasible flow for (H, r, ℓ) with edge latencies precisely as in Figure 4 ; it is therefore at Nash equilibrium and proves that L 2 (H, r, ℓ) ≥ F p .
